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INTRODUCTION 
This publication is a technical supplement to OARDC Research 
Bulletin 1062, Management Information Systems in Retail Food Firms. 1 
It provides technical information on the computerized information systems 
developed by the authors for retail produce and meat operations. This 
supplement is thus intended for the use of researchers and data processing 
personnel who wish to obtain more information on the OARDC systems than 
provided in Bulletin 1062. All readers should be familiar with the material 
contained in Chapter 3 of the bulletin before reading this supplement. 
Section l of this supplement provides the operating instructions and 
a detailed description of the inputs required for the two programs. This is 
followed in Section 2 by a copy of the computer program for the meat system. 
Section 3 contains labor coefficients that can be used in the meat and 
produce systems and provides additional comments on the way such coefficients 
should be utilized . 
lThis bulletin was published by the Ohio Agricultural Research and 
Development Center 1 Wooster 1 Ohio 1 in June, 1973. Copies are available 
from OARDC or from the junior author. 
SECTION l 
Description of Programs & Operating Instructions 
These two programs compute and analyze item sales data for store 
level meat and produce departments by using the "missing inve-ntory" 
method of calculation. The general design of the programs incorporates 
a Master Deck of item data which is constant for all stores being processed. 
The individual store data is stacked behind this Master Deck and is 
processed one store at a time for an unlimited number of stores. The 
programs are written in Fortran IV computer language, specifically for the 
IBM 709 4 computer installation at The Ohio State University. Modifications 
to convert these programs for use on the IBM 360 computer would be slight. 
The two programs are highly flexible in terms of the variety of input 
and output data possible. In addition to the item sales and profit calcu-
lations, the programs allow for: 
1. a printout of features 
2. the inclusion of cutting-test calculation (meat program only) 
3 . item input and output combinations 
4. the inclusion of labor standards 
5. different quantities and types of output printouts 
6. adjustments for shrinkage 
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The two programs are very similar and a general corre s ponde nee will 
be noted among most input and output variables between the programs. The 
meat program will be discussed in detail first. The description of the 
produce program will follow. Because of the correspondence, the reader 
will be asked to refer back to the meat program section for a description of 
common variables. 
Meat Recap Program 
(Required Order, Description, and Definition of Input) 




Number of week. Weeks must be numbered from 
1-52 or 53 and must be consistent with location of 
inventories on inventory cards . 
Number of inventory combinations desired. Since the 
data is computed item by item, it can be desirable 
to combine inventories for any items which are difficult 
to accurately inventory separately. This value refers 
to the number of combinations to be performed --not to 
the number of items to be combined. For instance, a 
combination involving three items is still only one 
combination. The maximum number of items that can 
be combined into one combination is 9. The maximum 
number of combinations allowed is 25. See Inventory 
Combinations Deck. 
l"R" means that the card or values are required to operate the program. 
2see also the coding forms at the end of this paper for card layout 
information. 










Number of output combinations desired. This option 
is similar to the inventory combination option in that 
it combines the values calculated for two or more 
items. The program makes all calculations for each 
item involved and then sums these together and assigns 
the values to the remaining item. The limits are the 
same as those for the inventory combinations. See 
Output Combinations Deck. 
Number of features to be printed. The program allows 
the items on feature to be read-in and printed out along 
with the sales data generated for easy reference. The 
program does nothing with this data--except print it. 
In the space provided, put the total number of features 
to be read-in. Limit: 40 feature items may be read-in. 
See Features Deck. 
Conversion to pounds index. If any of the shipping 
data (Detail Deck) is being recorded in cases delivered 1 
such as weiners being recorded as 1 case rather than 
12 pounds 1 the program will convert the data to "pounds" 
if "99 11 is placed in this space. To sort out the items 
to be converted, an inventory card for each item with 
the value of "2" in Column 71 is required. See 
Inventory Deck. If all items are being recorded in pounds I 
leave this space blank. 
Number of classes. The program will permit up to thirty 
classes of products. The class names are read-in and 
are used to group the individual items in the print-out 
and for labor calculations. 
Not used. 
Print either numerically or alphabetically the calendar 
date representing the week ending date of the data. 
(For print-out purposes only.) 
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Class Number. For card handling purposes; not used 
by program. 
Print class name in these columns . 
NOTE: Repeat this format for each card of the deck. 
The program assumes the first card is class number l 1 
the second is class number 2 1 etc. 





only for printing out list of features). 
User I. D. for week number and card number. 
Print name of product featured and perhaps some 
classification as to its importance in the ad. One 
method is to use "X" to show amount of price cut, 
location, size, color, and boldness of type for the 
item featured. The more X's I the more important is the 
item featured. 
{F3 .2) Feature price per pound or per package. 
Repeat this format for each card in the deck. 
NR Inventory Combinations Deck--Same number of cards as number of 
R Card No. l 
Columns 
1-N 
inventory combinations + 1 . 
1 Card only. 
Where N = the number of inventory combinations 
(N ~ 2 5) . In each column place the number of individual 
items to be combined for each combination. I.e . I if the 
first combination involves combining the inventories of 
5 items, 5 would be recorded in Column 1. 
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Columns 





Print first item number of those involved in combination. 
Print second item number of those involved in combination. 
Etc. 
Example: If two inventory combinations are desired, such 
that item number 9305 is to be combined into item 9307 I 
and items 21 OS and 2106 are to be combined into 2109 1 
then the number of inventory combinations on week number 
card (Col. 3 ,4) would be "2" 1 and the inventory combina-
tion deck would look as follows: 
Card No. l 2 3 
cols. l 2 
I 
Card No. 2 i 3 0 5 I - _, i~.Q. 7 
cols. 1 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8 
I 
Card No. 3 2 1 .Q. 5 I 2 I 0 _§_ I 2 l.Q.i 
-· cols. 1 2 3 41 5 6 7 8 I 9 I 0 11 12 
I I 
NOTE: The last number printed is always the surviving 
item--E.g., 9307 and 2109. 
NR Output Combinations Deck--Same number of cards as number of 
out put combinations + 1 • 
Identical instructions as for Inventory Combinations Deck. 




Leave blank except for last card in deck. Put a "9" in 
Column 1 of last card to signal end of master deck. 









(F3. 0) Number of selling units per pack. For items 
shipped by pounds, the value would be "l." This 
value must correspond to the average we1ght such 
that the weight per selling unit can be established. 
Example: If the item in question is weiners in which 
cartons containing 12 one pound packages are the 
shipping unit, the number of units per pack is 12 and 
the average weight per shipping urnt is 12 pounds. 
Blank 
Name of the item. 
(F 5 . 4) Retail price per pound. 
(F3. 0) Average weight per shipping unit. 
(F5. 4) Cost per pound. 
Class number within which item is to be classified. 
Repeat format for all cards. These cards must be 
submitted with item numbers in ascending order. 
The data provided by all of the cards listed to this 
point are used as a common data set for all stores 
being processed. I.e., they need to be read-in only 
once regardless of number of stores. The data unique 
to each store are provided by the data cards which 
follow. These data cards are repeated for each 
store to be processed. 
R Store Number Card -- 1 card only. 
columns 












(F9 .2) Dollar amount of "cash register" sales realized 
for the corresponding week and department. 
(F6 .1) Actual number of labor hours used in the 
department during the corres pending week. 
(F4 .2) Average wage rate 
Check for completeness. The program will check for 
the completeness of the master deck, detail, and 
inventory data if "99" is put in these columns and 
print out "missing" cards and data. If not desired, 
leave blank . 
Number of labor cards . The program will compute 
labor requirements by class and for the total department 
using coefficients supplied and those already in the 
program, if the number of labor cards is put in these 
columns. The user must supply the direct labor coefficients 
and the program provides the indirect labor coefficients . 
These coefficients were taken from Research Bulletin 
No. 982, Ohio Agricultural Research and Development 
Center, Meat Department Labor Requirements by Marion 1 
Ott, and Walker. If this option is not desired, leave 
columns blank. See Labor Data Deck. 
Number of cutting tests to be read -in. If none, leave 
blank. See Cutting Tests. 
Number of cutting tests to be combined--value refers 
to the number of combinations , not the number of tests . 
If none 1 leave blank. See Cutting Tests. 
(F4. 2) Number of customer service transactions in 
hundreds per week. Required if customer service labor 
data is desired. 
Item analysis option. The program automatically prints 
a class summary of sales and profitability. If an item 
by item analysis is desired in addition, put "99" in these 
columns. If not, leave blank. 






Card output. If recap data is to be punched on cards, 
put "99" in these columns. If not, leave blank. 
Copies of print-out. Put the number of print-outs 
desired of the "Meat Department Summary by Classes" 
and "Meat Department Operations Summary" m the 
space. Example: A "3" in Column 39 will yield 3 
print-outs of each. 
(F4 .3) Shrinkage allowance. The program sums up 
the sales and profitability data for each item into a 
total department figure. This figure is computed without 
regard to probable shrinkage 1 except for that which may 
be provided for in the cutting tests. In addition, the 
user can read-in the percentage of total "computed 
sales" that he feels his company is achieving or that 
his company must achieve. For example 1 if the user 
believes average department shrinkage is 4. 5% I then 
he would put ". 955" in these columns. "Adjusted 
computed sales" will be calculated using this figure 
and compared with the actual cash register sales for the 
week. 
(F4.3) Allowance for personal and delay time. If the 
labor option is used, enter in these columns the per-
centage of "productive'' man hours allowed for personal and 
delay time. Example: if 12 1/2% of total required time 
is expected to be used for personal and delay time I 
then put ".143" in the space provided. This figure is 
arrived at by dividing that part of total time which is 
"p:-oductive" (87 .5%) into that part for personal and 
delay (12 .5%) which equals 14.29%. See the afore-
mentioned Research Bulletin No. 982 for a complete 
discussion and definition of "personal and delay time." 
(F7 .2) Supply cost. If the labor option is being used 
and if supply costs are to be included in profit calcu-
lations, then put the dollar amount of supplies used 
during the data week in the space provided. Otherwise, 
leave blank. 
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R 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 
to handle more than one card for each item number 1 as 
would be the case for more than one delivery of the 
item during the week. 
Put a '' 6" in Column 1 to indicate that the card contains 
delivery data. Place a blank card at the end of all 
detail cards to indicate end of record. 
Item number. The identification number of the item 
delivered. 
Blank. 
Units delivered . This space is for the deli very record 1 
either in pounds or cases. If the latter is used for any 
item, the Week Number Card must contain "99" in 
Columns 9-10 and the corresponding inventory card a 
"2" in Column 72. When the above requirements have 
been met, the delivery data will be multiplied by the 
item's average weight so as to convert to pounds. 
NOTE: The detail cards may be in any order since the 
programs employ a binary search routine for matching 
numbers. 
NR Inventory Deck--Inventories may or may not be used; can be used for 
some but not all items. Only one inventory card allowed 








Put a "1" in Column 1 to indicate that the card contains 
inventory data. Place a blank card at the end of the 
inventory deck to signal the end of the record . 






11-14 The program is set up to handle 1 of 4 
15-18 possible inventory cards for each item. 
19-22 15 weeks of Each card has space for 15 weeks of 









week's inventory for one year is as 
follows: 
Weeks Represented 
52 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 
42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 (53) 
The week number(on Week Number Card) keys the location 
of the appropriate inventory values. The last inventory 
value on each card equals the first value on the next 
card since beginning and ending inventory values must 
be on one card . 
Unit of measurement. The unit of measurement for the 
item inventoried is placed in Col. 71. If the inventory 
is taken in "pounds 1 II a 11 l '' is placed in this column. 
If a retail package count is used I a "2" is placed in 
this column. In the latter case I the beginning and ending 
inventories are multiplied by the average weight of the 
shipping unit divided by the number of selling units 
(consumer packages) in the shipping unit. A third 
alternative could be built into the program to handle 
situations where the inventory is taken by shipping units 
(whole cartons 1 etc.) . In this case, the unit count 
would be multiplied by average weight per shipping unit 
to convert to pounds. 
Note: The inventory cards do not need to be in any 
particular order. 
NR Cutting Tests Deck--General Note: The cutting test module of this 
program adjusts the item retail price, based on the 
cutting test information, for a single store only. The 
retail price reverts back to its original value for 
calculations involving other stores. The Store Number 
Card provides the preliminary information necessary to 
exercise this option (see Store Number Card) . 
The variable "ICUT 1 11 is the number of cutting 
11 
tests to be read by the computer. If the value is 
zero (or left blank), the program will skip over this 
module. "!CUT 2" represents the number of items with 
more than one cutting test. If more than one cutting 
test was read in for two items, ICUT 2 would 
equal 2. One of the main reasons for using two or 
more cutting tests for a single item is to calculate the 
effect on average retail price when this item is cut or 
merchandised more than one way; e.g. I bone-in or 
boneless. The program provides for a weighting factor 
to be added to adjust for different sales distributions 
by cutting method for individual items. An example 
will be provided at the end of the card lay-out discussion 
for clarification. 










The number of retail cuts recorded from the first 
cutting test are entered in Cols. 1 and 2 I the number 
of cuts for the second cutting test in Cols. 3 and 4, 
etc. The maximum number of cutting tests allowed is 
2 0. The maximum number of cuts per cutting test is 
20. 













more than 1 cutting test. 
The number of cutting tests to be combined 
for the first item are indicated in Col. l, 
for the second item in Col. 2 I etc. Up to 
9 cutting tests can be combined for each 
item. 
Note: All multi-cutting test items must be read 
in before single test items . 
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This card immediately precedes the cutting test data 






For identification purposes--store number, etc . 
Item Number. 
(F3 .2) Cutting test weights. These spaces are used 
for indicating the importance of each cutting test in the 
calculation of the item's average retail price. Up to 9 
weights may be used for each item. The weights should 
reflect the proportion of the item cut and sold in different 
ways (either actual or desired). E.g., if two cutting 
methods are used for a particular item, and they are 
estimated to represent equal tonnages, then the two 
cutting tests would be weighted equally by entering 
050050 in Cols. 10-15. The weights must sum to 1. 00. 
R Cutting Test Data Card(~) -- First data card contains data for first 
NR 
R 
10 retail cuts of each cutting test; second data card can 








(F4. O) Total Pounds of Item Used in Cutting Test 
(F4. 0} Pounds of retail cut (A) 
(F3 . 2) Retail price of cut (A) 
(F4. O) Pounds of retail cut (B) 
(F3 . 2) Retail price of cut (B) 
The same format is followed for up to 10 cuts 
(through Col. 79} . If the cutting test contains more 
than 10 cuts (2 0 is the maximum), a second data card 
73-76,77-79 using the same format as this one may be used. The 
first 9 columns should be skipped on card 2. 
Cutting Test Example: 
A store submits 3 cutting tests--2 of which are for the same item (No. 93 OS). 
The two cutting tests for No. 9305 are entered first; then the cutting test for item 
No. 5520. The information that would be needed is illustrated below: 
Cutting Test A Cutting Test B Cutting Test C 
Item No. 9305 9305 5520 
No. of Cuts 3 2 4 
Total Pounds 40 lbs. 38 lbs. 7 5 lbs. 
Retail Cut Info. 2 0 lbr . @ 1 . 2 9 30 lbs. @ 1. 09 30 lbs.@ .69 
10 lbs.@ .99 5 lbs. @ .99 30 lbs. @ .79 
8 lbs. @ .69 5 lbs. @ . 99 
3 lbs. @ 1. 59 
Tonnage 
Distribution 65% 35% 100% 
NOTE: Retail cut poundage does not sum to total poundage because of waste 
and unsaleable parts. 
Values of !CUT 1 = 3 
Values of !CUT 2 = 1 
Store No. Card Contains a 3 in Column 2 7 and a l in Column 2 9. 








NR Labor Data Deck--Only l card per class. 
The program will compute direct labor requirements 
by class if the user supplies the appropriate coefficients. 
The coefficients may contain both fixed and variable 
components as long as they are linear in nature. E.g. 1 
if hours of labor = a + bX, coefficients for (a) and (b) 
can be read into the program. The labor requirements 
are divided into five activity categories. Indirect labor 
coefficients are built into the program (based upon 
Research Bulletin 982, previously cited). Personal and 
delay time is estimated by the user on the Store Number 
Card. The coefficients incorporated in the program are 
as follows: 
Indirect Labor Coefficients 





























* No relationship was reported found between hours required and 
departmental sales. 
** Volume measured in l 00 customer service transactions. 
Important Note: While indirect labor is computed on the basis of dollar sales 1 
the direct labor requirements are computed on the basis of 
class pounds sold. 





Class Number. Remember that the program assumes 
that the fin;t Cta..ss Name Card is Class No. 1, the 




(a) + (bX) 
NR 
1112/\1314 15/\161718 Processing Labor 
The fixed values 
1920"2122 23"242526 
Tra ying Labor for labor are 
placed in the first 
set of columns , 
27 28 "29 30 31"323334 
Packaging Labor and the variable 
values in the 
second set of 
35 36"37 38 391\ 40 4142 
Pricing Labor columns. 
43 44 "4546 47"484950 
Stocking Labor 
The accompanying print-out indicates the form of output. 
Data Checks & Automatic Operations 
The program contains a series of data checking modules. Some of these 
are automatic and others must be asked for on the Store Number Card. Any 
item in the Master Deck which includes a "Pack" value (Columns 6-8) of 
"zero" automatically has this changed to "1". The program will automatically 
print out in the output any Detail or Inventory cards which cannot be traced 
to an item number in the Master Deck as follows: 
"Error---Detail (card) But No Master Item Number XXX:X" 
"Error---Inventory II " II " II u If 
If "99" is put in Columns 22 and 23 of the Store Number Card the 
following additional error messages will be printed out when appropriate: 
"No Retail Price for XXXX (item number)" 
"No Average Cost for XXXX" 
"No Average Weight for XXXX" 
"No Class ID for XXXX" 
"Detail but No Inventory for XXXX" 
In addition, whenever the user specifies an inventory or output 
combination--the data for the individual items making up the combination 
is printed immediately following the error message. 
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Produce Recap Program 
The Produce Recap Program was written as a corollary to the Meat 
Recap Program. The two programs are almost identical except for the labor 
requirements module. While the meat program incorporates this module, 
the Produce Program was built around the labor standards work of the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture. However, this module is still presented as an 
option, and the produce program will function much the same as the meat 
program if this option is not used. 
A second difference between the program concerns the unit of sale. 
While the meat program uses "pounds sold," the produce program uses 
"cases sold." This is due to the heterogeneous manner in which produce 
is commonly sold. A produce "case" refers to the wholesale shipping unit 
which is specified in the Master Deck. 
Required Order, Description, and Definition of Input 









Number of Week 
Number of Inventory Combinations Desired. 
Number of Output combinations desired. 
Number of features to be printed. 
Labor data in this program is treated on a per item 
basis. Also, whereas in the meat program1 labor data 
is read in on a store-by-store basis, in 
this program it is read-in once for all stores being 
processed. If labor data is desired, put "99" in the 





R Class Name Deck -- Must be 9 classes. Uses USDA classification. 
Same format as used in meat program. 
NR Features Deck --Same number of cards as number of features. 
Same format as used in meat program. 
NR Inventory Combinations Deck -- Same number of cards as number of 
inventory combinations + l . 
Same format as used in meat program. 
NR Output Combinations Deck --Same number of cards as number of 
output combinations + 1. 
Same format as used in meat program. 
NR Labor Deck -- Not more than 1 card per item number. 
The labor section of this program was developed to 
use the U . S . D .A . produce coefficients . These 
coefficients were developed for many different work 
categories and methods. Basically the user is asked 
to select the appropriate coefficients from the tables 
(or supply his own). Occasionally the coefficient 
to be punched on the card will involve the summation of 
several U. 8. D .A. coefficients . The U.S. D .A. work 
categories were organized for this program in the 
following way: 
I. Direct Labor -- computed by item 
A. Backroom production 
1. Trimming 
a . Trim coefficient 
b. Trim handle coefficient 
2. Pricing 
a . Pricing coefficient 
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3 . Packaging 
a. Backroom production coefficient 




are summed together 
to form 1 coefficient 
Break and dis pose of container 
B. Dis play and customer service 
1. Customer service 
a. Customer service coefficient 
2. Display 
a. Display } 
Police and Rotate separate coefficients are summed 
b. Dis play travel 
Dis play handle 
C. Recondition and Redisplay 
separate coefficients are summed 
1. Recondition, repackage, and reprice 
a . Retrim coefficient 







Repolice and rotate 
Redisplay handle 
] This value is automatically computed from coefficients entered by the user and those already 
in program. 
This value is automatically computed 
from coefficients entered by the 
user and those already in program • 
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II. Indirect Labor -- computed for department 
A. Set-up and Take Down 
a. Value is given for each store by user on Store Number Card 
B. Management 
a. Computed automatically in program 
C. Receiving 
a. Receiving Coefficient--computed by item but only used in 
department summary 
D. Salvage and Clean-up 
a. Salvage and Clean-up Coefficient--computed by item but 
only used in department summary. 
III. Personal and Delay Time 
1 . Personal and Delay percentage of total time is supplied by 
user on Store Number Card 









ID -- Leave blank--except place a "9" in space 
provided to indicate last card in deck. 
Item Number associated with data on card . 
(P5 .3) Average C. P. U. --from USDA tables 
(F5. 3) C .P. U. per display container--from USDA tables 
(P5 .3) % Discount--from USDA tables 














(FS .3) Display-Police-Rotate Coefficient-from USDA tables 
(FS .3) Display Handle + Display Travel Coefficient--
from USDA tables 
(FS. 3) Trim Coefficient--from USDA tables 
(FS .3) Trim Handle Coefficient--from USDA tables 
(FS .3) Retrim Coefficient --from USDA tables 
(FS. 3) Backroom Production Coefficient--from USDA tables 
(FS. 3) Pricing Coefficient--from USDA tables 
(FS .3) Backroom Production Handle + Backroom Travel + 
Open Container + Break & Dis pose Container Coefficient--
from U.S. D.A. tables 
(FS. 3) Receiving Coefficient-- from U.S. D .A. tables 
Customer Service ID 
"0" = No customer service 
"1" =Special weigh station 
"2" = Weigh at check out 
(FS .3) Salvage Coefficient from tables 
Note: If the labor option is used an automatic "shrinkage value" is produced 
based on estimated product loss. 
R Master Deck --Any number of cards (1 per item) up to 300. Card item 








ID--leave blank except for last card in deck. Put 
a "9" in Column 1 of last card to signal end of 
Master Deck . 
Item Number--This program differs from Meat Program 
in that the first digit (Column 2) indicates the class 
number. 
(F 5 • 0 ) Retail Pack or Number of selling units . 
Name of item 
(F 5 . 4} Retail Price per selling unit 
(F 5 . 4) Cost per Case 
Note: This program allows for additional Master Deck cards and labor data 
to be submitted at"the end of the individual store data to reflect 
differences among stores in merchandising units and methods. (See 
Additional Master and Labor Cards section). 








Number of store associated with following data 
(F9 .2} Dollar amount of cash register sales 
(F6 .1) Actual number of labor hours used 
(F4 .2) Average wage rate 
Data Deck. The program will check for the complete-
ness of data if "99" is put in these columns. If not 
desired--leave blank. 
Labor Option--Unlike the meat program where the 
number of labor cards to be read-in was necessary 
for labor computations--simply put "99" in these 










The number of "add!tipnal" Master Cards for this 
store which are to be read-in. (See Additional Master 
Card section) 
Item analysis--if an item by item analysis is desired, 
"99" is entered in these columns; otherwise leave 
blank 
Punched output--if the punched output is desired--
put "99" in these columns 
Number of copies of department summaries desired 
(F4 .3) This space is for the adjustment factor (shrinkage 
estimate) for calculating computed sales (the labor 
option automatically produces a shrinkage estimate 
for product loss). Estimated shrinkage is entered as a 
decimal--not in percentage form . E.g. , if shrinkage 
is estimated to be 6%, 0006 is entered on card. 
(F4 .3) Personal and delay time--When the labor option 
is being used, the percentage of •productive" man hours 
allowed for personal and delay time is entered here. E.g. , 
if 15% is allowed, 0176 would be entered in the space 
provided. (See Meat Program Store Number Card for 
calculation . ) 
(F4 .2} Set-up and take down time--When the labor 
option is being used, enter the estimated number of 
hours used in setting up and taking down the department 
displays. 
(F7 .2) Supply Cost--If the labor option is being used, 
the dollar amount of supplies used during the data week 
are entered . 
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data must be in cases or units that are consistent 
with the information on the Master Cards. 
"6" for ID. Put a blank card at end of deck to 
signal end of deck. 
Item number 
{FS. 0) Number of cases delivered 













order implied . 
"1" for I. D. Put a blank card at end of deck to 
signal end of deck. 
Item Number 
Blank 
(F4.0) Space is provided for 15 weekly inventories 
(F4. 0) on a ~ard. {See Meat Program Inventory 
Deck description). Inventories may be 
in cases or retail selling units . If the 
former is used--put "1" in Column 70. 
(P4. 0) If the latter, put "2" in Column 70. 
Additiona 1 Store Master and Labor Cards 
These cards are placed at the end of the data for an individual store. 
They are used only where an individual warehouse item is merchandised in 
more than one form at store level. E.g., watermelons may be sold whole, 
in halves and in quarters. The additional master and labor cards are used if 
a more accurate computation of sales and labor are desired in such situations. 
The additional master cards follow the same format as given earlier 
except that an additional weight factor is needed to indicate how much of the 
total sold was accounted for by this latter method. In Columns 3 9-41 (F3. 2) 
place the weight assigned to this method. If the store being processed is 
using the labor option, then a labor data card is required immediately after 
each additional master card. Any number of additional master cards is 
acceptable as long as the 300 maximum is not reached. The program treats 
this data separately from the original master item and both will be printed out. 
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Card Order for Two Programs 
Meat Program Produce Program 
l . Week Number Card 1. Week Number Card 
2. Class Name Deck 2. Class Name Deck 
3. Features Deck 3 . Features Deck 
4. Inventory Combinations Deck 4. Inventory Combinations Deck 
5. Output Combinations Deck 5. Output Combinations Deck 
6. Master Deck 6. Labor Deck 
7. Store Number Card 7. Master Deck 
8 . Detail Deck 8. Store Number Card 
9 . Inventory Deck 9. Detail Deck 
10. Cutting Test Deck 10. Inventory Deck 
a . No. of Cuts Card 11. Additional Master and Labor Cards 
b. Combinations Cutting Test Card 
c. Item Cutting Test Card 
d. Cutting Test Data Cards 
11. Labor Data Deck 
NOTE: Input items 1-6 for the meat program, and 1-7 for the produce program 
are read in only once, regardless of the number of individual stores 
processed. The remaining input pertains to individual stores and is 
repeated for each store processed. 
• 
~EJC NUMBER CARD 
~ ~ I : 
- 'I ~]I _i La 
~~ ., I. II~ 'U j :.., Jl fl- , ~ I. 
Cl.ASS NAME DECK 
ti tli,JI ... fll 
Ft' NA •z 
I'IATURE DECK 
... Ia .... 
-·- f.l ~- , 
1 ~T~D~CK 
.J.. 
I _:_~ [i I 
~ --~'";io .:' :a 
. 
1 2' 3 ... ~ - a 'I b. 
FIGURE 2: Card Formats for Input to OARDC Meat Program 
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l " ~ 
.,_I li ,..., r#~ Tt,J~& p 1.:L 
""" -- - - c-- .... 
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I &T'RI~ A .,.. ~ 
"" 
"'r•"'' ''"'PI If ""~ ... 
--
• ,.,11!.._ H ... ! 
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' b '"" 
s.? 63 6-4 6 6t 6 ~ e'~ 4 5 ... t 'I 80 














FIGURE 2: Card Formats for Input to OARDC Meat Program (contmued) 




60 6 ·J f6676B69C 
" ' 
"11 ~ 8 
~TORE l UMBER CARD 
r .r -..: . ... 
t --); t~ ~·~I r.t~ .f_ r1 1 J.AIJ4) \AI_, 
.... " ~ • ..: "!: ... .. A&.Ji;~ ~~ ... Ill 24'1"~ : .::; ~~~-~ .. "lllf. - It fl ~~~ ~ ~-- !---
1Jsc11 -. ,:\1 ~ ~\I --- ~' !('~~ -. ~~- ~ ~ !------11 ~ ~ ~- _ _!__ 1\ A ,.. - -... ---~- .. 
-
;>E.TAIL DECK 





__ .. k 






















lhi.Ae. "!~.,..- A 
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FIGURE 2: Card Formats for Input to OARDC Meat Program (contmued) 
" ... <C 5 .._ 1 ~ 15 It> l IR >J t ' "'• "l" b ~" J<.. ,., 1.1 34 3., 16 .1" Jt' .,9 40 41 .-. 43 44 -45 .at. 4 48 49 so :>! P 53 :;~4 :)J .:~6 :;7 .J8 :>9 60 61 62 6J &l lJ to o 6fll 3 " ' ' 
5.: U.TTIN.!i TEST DATA CARDS I 
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'--r"" rc l"'f' .... )CHII r~ :"""!'~if> .... ....,. 1"'"' ... 1'1& "!' -..... .......... u ...... 
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FIGURE 3: Card Formats for Input to OARDC Produce System 





WEEK NUMBER CARD 
1: 
----ii ~·~ ~~1 tf 1ft ~ Dfl.-re - --I 'f~ ~\l f ~· 
-
- -- ---
<fLASS ~A¥E DECf ...... + - - --- - - --
FEATURES DECK SAME AS MEAT FORMAT 
INVENTORY COMBINATION DECK 
OUTPUT CQMBINATION DECK ..... 
-f---
LABOR DECK 
--- - - -
,__ 
- f---





,.. ,.. ,.. ;. ,.. .... 







1------ - - - - r----- -----
'F ..... _ ..... •,\ 
--
.. _ 
lib.· a.. a c rl__ 1- -- --- - -- -1 /lito, ow~ .. - p .. f'4 ... ,c.c\1: c. c. t' ...... 




"" - ---- -
STORE NUMBER CARD 
-: • ! 4aA w ..... .. .. .... r: :A..~ ~1'-"' "' ...... - r--- -- ~ )IE ... , .. , ... _ ... Vf.U ltt;T• : ~ i.JJ 'iS !~ i 'SIM ~- !'~ l1i~d- GnT lie -.. ,. ,.. 
... 
~ .. .... IV ,.. 1\ ,.. 
DETAIL DECK "'"'\_ SAME AS MEAT FORMAT 
-+- J - --
_, .. ril-'.fl<I DECK I I I 
I i I ' 3 1 !J lit 17 • 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1t I 18 19 '0 "~I Q 8 29 1 & , JJ 3 16 J l8 J~ JJ 4t 4 44 ' 40 4 .. t:l 9 ( 4; 'i 'i 5 b :J ( ~ 6J 4 t-5 0 6 ov 
.. 


















FIGURE 4: Example of Data Deck for Meat Program 
* 1-JfEK NUMBER CARf1 
1 1 l 5 10 
* CLASS NAM f= DFCK 
1 BH:F RIBS 
2 BEEF LOINS 
?. I.SEEF ROUNDS 
Lr RE:EF CHUCKS 
:;. B E E F f·H S C • 
6 PORK LOINS 
7 Sl'10K ED .PORK 
8 RACON AND WEJNEPS 
C; POULTRY 
JC IV:JSC. MEATS 
*FEATURES DECK 
C;l 1 XXX ROUf\1[! STr-1;!<. 
t7 1 XXX WHOLE FRYERS 
n: 1 XX U Jl\i Pr,PK CfiOPS 
'!. l XX lLf-3. BACrW K.L\Hf'J 
o~. l X C;H,Uf\'D REEF 
* INVENTC.1R.Y cm·.r:~ H'liT JUf,IS llf~CK 
£Jl0:>2109 
* OlJTPUT CUhJI\A1Jr'IS :JECK 
~· J (.t::10S 
* 1"1/, S TER DECK 
1 (. J l l RIBS 
](;2() 1 T f~ H'Ll t= D LDii S 
j <?C 1 ShC:RT Lf J f\IS 
l !! LrC 1 RUUf,JDS ~-, ~) 
] (.. '· (' 1 CHUCK; 
10hfj 1 BEEF K IUf,EYS 
ll. .. / (I 1 Bl+F Lj\;f-R 
lUBO 1 B L:t: F HEAPl.S 
'} J 0 ~) 6 PfJRK UlJf\ S 1-'.- J t, L:' • SP 
l 109 5 P!J Rl<. u·, I~- S 12-] () l_il,. JP 
?l~() 4 HA F: V E S l I :. t (' J I -]711'. 
2175 5 Ht\ R VEST F t,: L ~~· f-l/:.iiS 
::.c] (_; 12 K 1\ ~'f\J f' i-. c f f! 1 LF·. .SP 
~ () ; (} 12 KA 1-!!'J HEJI\IERS lLt:l. 
: ] ( i 't ] 0 WHL'LE FfYER' hl· (~G ~I· :+ 
-
109 10 WHOLE f-RYERS ~:.; r 
~- ~:0 6 OYSTEFS STD 8Ci7. 
( ;. l 70 ( OYSTERS :To 12f1,7_. 
* 
STURE f\•Uiv1f·EP C/>RD 




i· I_;()).() 60 
flOJO EO 
(.ji)]() Cj f) 
/ i (it'() f' ', 
rdU30 "( 0 





* Refers to headings inserted for user 
information and are not part of data 
decks to be submitted for processing. 
'{()()() 26 
7 {-/; () 42 
l {)()(! 3 J 
h?.5(i ;:l () 
t<) 71) C,6 
/ I Cl I) r· ') 
i.> ~ l~, ( l 1 1 
1-t ') () (1 ir 
(,(i(j(l 69 
hOBO 69 























7 50') 8 
528 9 R 
2500 9 
2400 , .. -; 
1 :::- ~~ () () 3 956010 
<))()(} h H205}!) 
-' 
C) c.··'-) ') 2.9"55.143 2500 
)l 
FIGURE 4: Example of Data JJeck for tv'Ieat Program (continued) 
6 2 l 5U ( ,, I, 
6? 1 7 t:. l ()(! 
6/ 1 I ,. 49 ~ 
{ 
-
I) ] (: ;~ L 
f ·, () ) I; '::6 
r·'!:: ] ()i, C, (,! 
6 l f) 9 62 
'J ~~ J (1L ] ] {i 
~j -· l (I') hrl 
1-; ·. l ' '' !) - '· 
l ( 1. n l 0 
* * b tf', i\1 f< C 1\ R D 
* I 1\1 V E iH !1 R Y D F C ~-'. 
i -" l I ( l(J 5 
l j(J lU 100 5U 
:1 J (! ~ ( :'0 JOO 
i Udl! -I 5 75 
; J (. i; ( l :o J 00 
I 1 () '::! l) 10(; 120 
j J UhC 20 1 c.: 
1 lU-/0 5 1-. 
'; 1 (• f 0 10 
1 ., .l () 5 1?0 1 C!C ( 
l 1 ()C., 1 ~() ] -d. 1'. 
) 21 50 4u0 375 
!. L 1 -1 :_, ;:;oo ~ •"', '-£t'> 
] 30 10 :?0 rr 
1 -. ('; f! -, (. H) 
J =~1()'-j 140 100 
I l c (I 3 3 j ' ~ 
** hL.L'I\JK CARU 
* (. l. T T I f\! G T f S l I J F C i' 
~· / 4 
;.ulJ lrJ;Jr.l06503~. 
fl -1] j L() 21JJ2C 
(liflr: :;.1; 30109 
CiT? lD]I;)()() 
Ctil';.-'1 7~- ~:\0 hC 
* U· :) L' R D F C I< 
i_ :\ : \ CJ ~~ 1 1 l 
Li· ) fi <. ? l 1 
l. MHJ f, 3 1 l 
LAGOR ~ l 1 
LAbOR 5 1 l 
1/ll>t<, 61 1 












I.J i riK 8 1 ] l 
''.f\IIR 9 J 1 l 










<-J 12<~4~) 4t'.· )'-,()t(:}C· 
* rJ E: T /\ I L U E C !<', 
(COlO CO 
6101U l~U 











"' Refers t.·J headings inserted for user 
Information and are not part or data 
decks to be submitted for processing. 
.,,* He s to cards which are to be inserted 
l 
I . ( ' I 
to indicate the end of certain d< .. ~ta 











Program for O.A.H 
DIMENSION OATE%3<,CLASS%30,3<-1 '· :~~"'- j:~,~,c, < 1 1:1%25<, I fiNCU%100<, JB%2 
15<,ITOPC0%100<,KCOUNT%15<,!1 NR 425<$PACK%425<,NAME%425,4<,RPKICE 
2%425<,AVEWT%42~<,AVECSl%425< ,ICLASS~425< 9 POSDEL%425<,UIFINV%425<, 





INTEGER CASELD,STORNR 7 CLASNR%30<,DETAIL 
____ REAL. JNLIJR!'Lt.,U.SC, tNDC U .. t tNQCJ2 ______ _ 
DATA ISUM,JJ,IJ,KCOUNT,CLASNR,T/2*0 9 2~1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,1 
13,14,15,1,2~3,4,5,6,7,8,9~10,11,12,13.14,15,16,17,18,19,20f21,22,2 
23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,100./ 
9 FORMAT %//60X,26H*****************u********/60X,1H*t24X,1H*/60X,26 
1H* LLOYD T. RAY *I60X.26H* MLAT RECAP PROGRAM */60X 
22 6H*_ R.!; VlS.E D 11/ 4/ -~ 0 */ 60 l 1. i Hx' r (~l; >~, } H >'r:/60X, 2Qt-J*t"***·* ""***""*"" 
3*************/lHl< 
19 FORMAT %612,50X,3A6< 
29 FORMAT %3X,3A6< 
39 FORMAT %10X,6A6,F3.2< 
49 FORMAT %2511< 
5cLfORMA T%.l.Q 1~< ... 
6 9 F 0 R M A T % I 1 ,I 4 , F 3 ., 0 1 2 X , i;-A 6 1 : • t,, ~ F 3 .. 0 f F 5 " d 2 < 
79 FORMAT %12,F9.2,F6.l,F4,.2,4 2.;c.L,.,;)) Iz,· F't .. 2,F7.2< 
89 FORMAT %Il,I4,5X,I4< 
99 FORMAT %1H ,43HERROR----··--DETAl L BUT f4D ~tll.~TER ITEM NUMBER 15, 10X,l 
l9HPOUNDS DELIVERED # l4,lOX,l6HIDENT!FICATION 11< 
109 EORMA T .%11,1 4...,SX,l5 f4 e 0 ,I 1 < 
119 FORMAT %1 H , 43HE RROR--· - .. ··· f :~v., 
16HIDENTlFICATION 11< 
IT EM NUMBER 
129 FORMAT %1H1//41X,?'/HDElAILEU i ', 
139 FORMAT %1H 2~HNO RETAIL PRICE 
149 FORMAT %1H 22HNO AVERAGE C 
·u OF 
IIJR 14< 
i·1l ) \ [ NG ITEM DATA< 
159 fORMAT %1H 22.HNO P.VE.Rt,Gc \ 
169 FORMAT %1H 22HNO CLASS I •• 
179 FORMAT %lH ?OX,22HNO Il\1\/E ,,c,,q C/ 
189 FORMAT %1H 60X,l9HNU D~TAIL C ~ 
199 FOKMAT %1H 90X,23HUEHIL B~_:r ,H_, 
209 FORMAT %1H1 ,//39X,42HD TfdU·U t_ · · 
2~9 FURMA T %1 HOll H LI.EM N\.W~>ER I 5, ' 
1 F F 5 • 0, 2 4 H , I S 8 E IN G :_ '''i>~ ; c i 1 
2ISF5.0,10X,31HNAME 0 ITEM 
zzg FORMAT %1H011HITEM i\!Ui·ifHR; ~.:' 
lFFERENCE IN INVENTURIFS l'l·fc,u; i.f/ 
: :) i{ 
T l ·, <' 
14< 
I NVF NT DRY COMB I NAT I ClNS/ I< 
; I EfE RE NC!:: .J N l.N..V£.~1 DR LE S 0 
< 5H TrJTAL CARR lED HlRvJARD 
l u IS 'rt\6,1H.< 
1 '<, NUW HOLDS CUMULATIVE lJI 
239 FORMAT %1H1,//40X,39HDETAH ill .. : :r·; i'l C-UTPUT COMBINATIONS//< 
2.49 FORMAT %1I!OllHl_THl HU' 1 l?l'i hi .,H S E..S.ttf=_e.Z..,UH-I.PQUNQS Ut.LJVIK. 
1ED#F5.0,ZlH DULLL\R GRC1:)s /1<11\f~ .. ' 'j#f/.!,FH AND Ur\JITS SDLD#F7.0/5Xt23 
2H,IS BeiNG COMB!f'~FD IIHOI') lC:/ ~ '~r:: ''< CARRltD FORWARU-~SALES#F8 
3.2 ,'->X,l7HPrlUI\IDS l'hllVErU:iU#F'•,' ,,, LAR GROSS MARGIN#F7.2/5Xd 
45HANU UNITS SDLD#!--7 .. C/j':'.H ' ' ElNG COMBlNED IS 4.A6<. 
259 FrJR~~AT %lHOllHITEfVi I\Uf'1hf:l: ':; , ~' 4/'-.f,,, J5 P.JOW HOLDS CUMULATIVE VALUES 
1.-:::S,~ Lf:.S F8 •.. 2J_!>.!5 ... 1Ll7HPQ~J?•4DS R!·: ~.OL.2)(..J...20 .. tll!._QLL_A_F -~-~.QS$ __ .MRG l_N. 
2#F7 .2, 'SX, 15HAND Uf.'! T 
26.9 FQRMA T %20 12< 
























































z89 FORMAT %?X?F4,.0,}t~t~-~~"('yF. ?•lg!, 1.C' 
~99 FORMAT %BX,I2,5%~~.2.~4.3<~ 
309 FORMAT %1Hl43X,27H~ALES ~ YSIS 
lWEEK--- !2 ,10X,l5H!-:if· ·lEE: I tJt; YI!E 
2 0 R W U· K - 1 2 I < 
319 FORMAT %2%12X,f"JA6;lH i·'"·>.,.2 .~ 
~29'FORMAT %///1201-1 ---·-·-·'"······ ---····---
L--------------------
r /\ r U E: :-; , / 4FP< r 6H~l QR£; 1_? 7 _2._)(J.}H 
'.:'l. ' ·' / / t.,. <, Y ? 6 t--! L I S T fJ F F L AT U R E S F 
----------------~----
2-·--/l06X,llHPER CINT Uftlli I;;! ~;':-·i>'.r'·,$·T'~:~•-r:i,. S~'"'-"~:.,.H1NV .. 3X,6HRETt\ll 
3 5 X , 5 H S r~ U S 3 X , 6 '~IIi CJL l A u, X. , . r . -~·- / , 1 H C LA S S 3 X , 4 H PC T • 2 X 9 1 ~ 
4HCLASS T01ALS/~;,OX 1 ltHSUL:'+X!c uqr·~-'L· 7 • ' ::~,_;,)'_ "':iHVALUf::26_ 1_61jGR,M_G.~X 
'::>,4HGRMG4X,4r!COST4X,d\Pi:ZCfl;:/, •;\ );{~.:- ... L ',L,\,4HC:,RMG/l20H ------6---------------- --------·-- ------· -·--·- ........ --- .. -·--· .... ,. __ , ... ______ , ______________ _ 
7----- -----·---- -------··-···· --··· ····- ...... .... .. -· ···- ·-- ... ···< 
339 FORMAT %4X,4A6,F7.0,f7 ],~s.~,~l ~d./, ~X,2~8.2< 
349 FORMAT %4X,4A6,FfJJ14X,:.:Hi\il f•,;.~, .F-1\: • ,l .. 2~2jX,2F8.2< 
329 F,ORMAT '%,/6X,5HHlTI\Ll7X,F7..,.0,1 ;',, .;,F8,._2t2fq.2,Ffl.2,f5 .. 
















.. ____ Q 3 _Q.5 Q 
lO,FR.O< 
j 69 F (1 R MAT %1 H ] () H I T H., s T" if'i 2 6 X ' j :5 H! I • 
1/llH NR. NR.i\iiV6X~ 5t-1SDL' PR~:' L 
03700 
GR. CL LBS. . 03150 
DEL./72H 03800 
2 _________ ,._- --- -----· ----- _ _, ___ ----····- --~.... -· ···-· ... , ... 0.~850 
03900 J-< 
y t ~· '1 j 7 9 F rJ R fv1 A I ·,t 1 H , J 4 , ? I 3 1 ,· l\. 6 ;.: 
3~9 FORMAl %1H ,4X,213,3Ab, 
~99 FORMAT %1Hl/~3X,34HMEA 









1 I2,9H ~-"'FrK---I?.,l X9 ,, 
2 -- ·- - - - ·-· - ·- - -- .... - ·- .. -- - .. -- ·- - -- -· '" -· . - ·- ' . 
3---------------·----· ............. ~' ---·· .... .. 
BY Li• SSES/ /48X ,6HS TORE 
!Ab///l20H ------------
OF DEP 
'+1. TUTAL5/2fiX,<~HL •'" , H N\' ' . b ',:+·, 't :.i\;·Vi:X,4_11P~.T~.~-0,Jf::IQ_•_ 
- -----•··~~v•----·--·-• 
"iCLASS3X,<tHPCT~4X 1 •:i-'L '. JX 7 Vi R(l :; i, .:\'S i HX,LtHSOLD4X,4HTURN4 04300 




7ES MARGP~ PRfJf-I'I , L:'OH .... ~---- ........... ······--·--·---------------
8-----------------------·-.. ··--··· .... ···-·"· ··--·" ·- , .. -~··· .. _. __ , ._ ..... ___ --··-- -·------------
9------- ···- -- ---·- --·- < 
409 FORMAT %4X,3A6,Fll. 
419 FORt-~AT %/ltX,llHDH)" fl: 
18.0/l?OH --------"~ · 
2---------------- ... ----····--·· ·- ... 
36X,26HLIS'1 Uf EtTU!~ :;..:; 
; 2 9 F 0 R M A T % 1 H l I I I 2 X , 3 "~ I-' , 
t~_EI3, lOX,6HWE=EI'--·l2 t;,) L' 
2l6X,24HACTUAL MINUS 
3L ADJUSTED Cl1iWU .. f' 
4,F13.2,Fl5.2//2~X~l2HG 
5X,13HPER CENT G.M.2r1u.z 
~39 FURMAT %/////5~~,13hLAB. 
l_t_I!iJ •t-iOURS4X, :'JH\:'AG 
2X,?HTRAYING3X,F13.l/ t:JX 1 
3ENT/10X 9 7HPRICING3X,~l 
4lOX,8HSTOCKINGFl.'i"l1 10 ·'X.H·! 
5?X,14HINDIREC1 LABGR~~ ,! HG~OSS 
bOND I T1 0 N I N G F 9 • 1/l C X 1 9 '~ hr u: i 'i fl'i cr: ! 
7~rF.l_:?·~,Fl_0 .. 2 -." 




\iP:iZ i i'I\1S SUi•lH,~RY//4·6X,':>HSTO 
·~ ii .. :'> ,. 6 /I ' / ft:t'1 X.t t~HA_D.J!.JS.TE;Q 
·.' , .l ··' ~1-~~ L·i? U t-:t.J C Clr1 PtJT Ef) AC TUA 













LdRf:CT LABOR9X,"JHHOURS3X 05100 
i;_S..S.JN_c; EJ 3 • 1 /.JJL ___ 9 51 5o __ 
X &HADJUSTED16X,8HPER C 05200 
)1:;-~: (),:y6;-1 sV~ UAL-i-X,9HVARJATJO.N/ 0~2_51) 
s~~ESF9.2,Fl3.2,F10.2// 05300 
l L-~~t Fl0.2/10~, l4tiBEC 0535.0 
l'~CT CLASS PROFITF9. 05400 
I SI_Q_f~fl_~_~j_,_~8~tJ_?_ .. ___ Q_?~50 __ _ 
ilOX,l6HSET-UP AN 05500 
X,l6HCUSTOMER SER 05550 
~?i-' 3 .. 2/7Xd8HPERSON 05600 
BA l AND DELA Yf.a~ lt.FlQ "l.t :iti ~Fh.2_165 X.d, .. 8J1SAl..f.S PffLMILN. HQ.URF9 .. z, F l3 
C.2/15X,6HTOTALS12X,FlO.l,3H $F7.2/64X,l9HGR.MG. PER MAN HOURF9.2, 
Q£].3 .. 2//64)S..ti_~~ PER MAN HO!.!RF.9. .. 4LEU.LZ//29X 2 .l4HTOTAl. .. ..S.l.!.P.PL I t.S __ 
E3H $F7.2,7X,24HPAYROLL AS PCT. OF SALESF8.2,Fl3.2//59X,25HSUPPLIE 





Q5 as.n 99 FORMAT %1Hl< 
WRITE %6.9< _ _ _ _ _ 
READ %5,19< NRWEEK,NRINCO,NROPCO,NRFEAT 1 CASELO,NRCLAS,%DATE%I<,I#l 
1 ,_3<_ ---- ---- --·--·- ----- ------ -·-- - --.. -- --- -
READ %5,29< %%CLASS%I,J<,J#l,3< 9 I#l,NRCLAS< 
IF %NRfEAT< l0tl5,ln 
10 READ %5,39< %%FEATUR%I,J<,J#l,7< 9 I#l,NRFEAT< 
~5 IF %NR1NCO< 20.30,20 
20 READ %5,49< %IB%I<,I#l,NRINCO< 
00 25 I#l,NRINCO 
ISUM#ISUM&IB%1< 
RE~D ;~t_59< %ITINC..Q_;J<,J#l..!.!ISUMs_ 
?~ IJ#ISUM&l 
30 I~ %NROPC0<35,45 1 35 




















DO 40 I~l,~RQP.CD___ 
ISUM#ISUM&JB%1< 




IF %NRWEEK .EQ. K*l4< K#K-1 
IF %K< 6.Q..t.M.t-5 .. 0 _ __ _ _ ------ -·-- ------- -- ------ -- -
50 DO 55 J#l,l5 
55 KCOUNT %J<#KCOUNT%J<&l4*K-l 
KK#NRWEEK 














GO TU %70,1000<,IK 
- - ----- . - - -- ---- . -- --- - _____ .IL_7 3!)0 
07350 
70 KK#II Q"1.409. 
7'-> JJ#JJ&l 





0760;,0 . IF %P,!\CK%JJ< .~ O.<_.PACK%~J<#l. __ ~---------­
IF %IMOENT< 80,75,80 
30 READ %5 1 79< SlQ~~~_,WK_~A_l,f..t_HRL_ABR t.f_~RAT~CH~~~l:A!}_Q~_~.ICtlTl..t!~Jl.l~J 




IF %5TORNR< Jt5,10M..t85 _ -----· _ --·- -·-·-
35 DO 90 I#l,JJ 
PDS_Df=L%~~Q~- _ --- -~---· -· --~---· 
OIFINV%1<#0. 








~ s REA t> ~!i .,.a9 < JJm~.EH I"' LlMR • t. aso.a.. , __ .. 
·-·- -·-··--- ----·- ---- -- ·--~-- - - .. - ~ JlB.lJl.O-
IF %lfi1DENT-6< 1159100~1~5 
>.Q ...... CAJJ ..... ,JSQRIJI te'i.ttR t4Z,.:? I ,J.J t: llN!\t: I 1 r ll<< . 
GO TO %105tllO<tiK 
)5 .PPSPel..lllSJf1!Wt•Jil~Bf ... ~I~ft~~ 
GQ TO 95 . 
-35-
08150 




160 WRITE %6,129< 
DO 2.40 I~ltJJ .. 
CHECKl#RPRICE%I<*AVECST%I<*AVEWT%1<*FLOAT%ICLASS%I<< 
(~J:!E_<;;_~.?J!I CQ'{~ T% I<_ __ _ ________ . _______ ...... 
CHECK3#PDSDEL%1< 
CHECK4t/CH_E;CK2~CHEC!< 3 
I~ %CHECK1< 205,165,205 
165 IF %RPRICE%I<< 175,170,115. 
170 WRITE %6,139< ITEMNR%1< 
17~- IF. %A\,I~C~_T%I<~ J82.t_1,_80,_l~-~-
180 WRITE %6,149< ITEMNR%1< 
18~ IF %AVEWT%I~~-.J.,9_5,190,19~ 
190 WRITE %6,159< ITEMNR%1< 
195 IF % ICLASS%1_~.5_- _2{),2, 2()0 t29~ 
200 WRITE %6,169< ITEMNR%I< 
20!? __ _J F %~H~CI54< ~40,210 1 ?4Q 
210 IF %CHECK2< 220,215,220 
21 5 l;R IT E %6, J 79~ lJI;Mt-JR %1< .. 
220 IF %CHECK3< 230,225,230 
225 WRITE %6,189< lTEMNR%1< 
GO TO 240 
1230 IF %CHECK2~_?401_11_~,_?~()____ __ _ _______ _ 
235 WRITt %6,199< ITEMNR%I< 
240: CONTINUE 
245 IF %NRINCO< 250,275 9 250 
250 WRIT~ %6,209< 
IJ#1 
I SUM!_Q . .. ___________________ _ 






































J?lL.~_t?O KJ!I_J_tJ.~A ___________ . _ ------·-·--. ----··· . -·--····------ -·- ........................... -··-- -··- ___ .. 
---·· llOOQ 
CALL ISORT%ITEMNR,425 9 JJ,ITINCO%K<,II,IK< 
GO .. TQ ~2.5~ r.2~0< .. t.ltc, 
255 COMBOOICOMIONDtFINV-11< 
110. W~lTE. %6_,99< lTNR,LBSDEL~Um.ENJ 






1J 5 REA~L-~2..! 109< .. _1MOENT, IT~R,%AC TIN~~-~~~~.2-~ ... LBl.J~J .. L ............ __ . __ ... --m--. __ ()8500_ 
IF %1MDENT-1< 155,120,155 
'120 C.ALL .. I..SO.RT ~I TEMNRr42 5, J.J, lT.NRt l I , H<< 
GO TO %125,150<,IK 
12 5 tC_QVRJ%.1 1 <JJJ..B!,J~JT.. ... 
IF %LBUNIT-l< 130,130,135 
_13Q_QJF INV%!.I <#ACJJ .. NV%KK-1<-AC TINV%KK~---­
_AVEINV%II<#%ACTINV%KK-1<&ACTINV%KK<<I2. 
~o TQ ___ ll5 _ 
135 IF %CASELD< 140,145,140 
140 P.QSQE1.%ll~11P .. O..S.!lfl~U <~.AVEW.IX.ll< ___ . _______________________ .. 
145 DIFINV%II<#%ACTINV%KK-1<-ACTINV%KK<<*AVEWT%II</PACK%1I< 
_AV~_I NV~JJ .. ~#;%AC T I NV%KK_-:-_l..< &ACT I N\Lt_IS.!$..~/.2. <*~-yEW I; I I ~l..P. AC!S.~.I 1.~. 
GO TO 115 
12.0..Ji.IU.I.E ~~-Lil9<_1I .. NR.t IMQEfiT 
, GO TO 115 

















........... Jl9.3..0 .. 0 . 
11 tOO COMRUA#COMBOA&AVEINV%11< 
WRITE %6,21Y< ITfMNR%II<,OIFINV%II<,ITINCO%IAA<,COMBOD,%NAME%JI,L< 11l~O 
l,UH,4< 1_1300 
OlrlNV%11<#0. 11350 
t1 V E I NV% I I < # 0 • 11 40 0 
i60 CONTINUE 11450 
I SUM # I A A & 1 11 50 0 
CALL ISORT%ITEMNR,425,JJ,ITINCO%ISUM<,II,IK< 11550 
GO T() ~?_65, 2 7 O< ,I 15 _ U Q..OQ 
265 DIFINV%1I<#OIFINV%1I<&COMBOD 11650 
AVciNV%II<#AVEINV%1I<&COMBQA 11700 
WRITE %6,229< ITEMNR%II<,%NAME%II,L<,L#l,4<,DIFINV%II< 11750 
~70 IJ#ISUMf..l 11800 
~75 DO 280 l#l,JJ 11850 
UNIT~ D%J<#_E_I)S 0 ELX!< f.. D IF _I NV;_!_<_______ _ ___ ~--------· ll '?_Q_Q __ 
SALES%I<#UNITSD%1<*RPRICE%1< 11950 
iBO DtJGR,MG% I<# SALES %1 <_-%JJ.N l TS0%1 ~*AVE CST% I<< 1 2000 
IF INROPCO< 285,310,285 12050 
'85 WRITE %6,239< 121QO ~ I J # 1 12150 
I~U~~_Q________ _ __________ ··-····· .. _____ __1_2200 _ 
DO 305 1#1,NROPCO 12250 
I~#JJ~%1< . 12~QQ 
COMBOA#O. 12350 
COI4.80U#O. 12 400 
COMBOSIO. 12450 
.. COMOPtO • L2500 
COMBODfO. 12550 
... IA.AHIA:-_~IS!l.M____ ______ __ ___ _ __ _________ ·-·------ _ UbO.O .. 
DO 295 K#IJ,IAA 12650 
CALL ISORT%1TEM.NR,425,JJdTOPCO%K<,II,IK< 12700 
GO TO %290,295<,IK 12750 
~W COHBOA#COMBOA&AVE lNY%11 < 128.0.0 
COMBOU#COMBOU&UNITSD%11< 12850 
_ .C.llf1fill.SKQ.M.B..QS.&.SJ~L.f_S_Ul~-- _ __ _ _________ .... _______ ..... _ _ __ __ ____ _ _ .. _____ .. ___ _ _ . 12900 
COMBOP#COMBOP&PDSOEL%11< 12950 
CiJM.BOD#COMBOD&OOGRMG~I I< _ 1.30.00 . 
WklTE %6,249< ITEMNR%II<,SALES%1I<,PDSDEL%II<,DOGRMG%II<,UNITSD%II 13050 
.1. <~t.lTOPCO% I AA(_,C_QMBOS ,CQMBO_P .t.COMBQQ, .CQMI?Ollt~.N.~M.~~J I ,_L ~, LHJ~_4( 1_~ lQQ 
UNITSD%11<#0. 13150 
.. ____ S.A!,_E S%U.SJtQ_~---- __ _ _____________________ . _ _ ___ ____________ _ ___________________ .. . J,~Q_ __ 
295 CONTINUE 13250 
l SIJM.# l AA 41 _ _ l.~3Q_Q 
CALL ISORT%ITEMNR,425,JJ,ITOPC0%1SUM<,II,IK< 13350 
GO _T.O %300, 3Jl.5<, II< 134.0.0 
300 SALES% I I<#SALES%1 I <&COMBOS 13450 
-· ... !H!l.LSD%11 <#U~JJ.S.P.U.L~&COMBOU _ .. .. ______ ~--- ___ ________________ _ ______ 13500 
AVEINV%II<#AVEINV%II<&COMBOA 13550 
PDSD.EL%11 <t.PflS.DEL%1 I <&COMBDP 13600 
OOGRMG%II<#DOGRMG%II<&COMBOD 13650 
dlTE.. %6,2 59< .1 TEMNR~ I I<, %NAM.E% 1 L,L<, L!l, 4<, SALESXU <,P_DSDfL%1J.<, D 131QO 
10GRMG%II<,UNITSD%II< 13750 
H2...l.Jl!l.S.l.!.Mftl .. ------------·--·-·· ·-· -----·-··--·-------·· ....... ··---····------... ----- ·----------- ···-------- ----------- _____ l~.B.QQ. ... . lB IF IICUTl< 315,363,315 13850 
m ~-~AD 15,269< %K6%I<, 1111 rlCUTl< 13900 




IF % I~UT2< :-1?_?, ~;3 ~,~-'-~ ___ _ 
325 READ %5 9 49< JI1CO%I<,I#1,ICUT2< 
IS UM #0 
DO 330 I#l,ICUT2 
330 ISUM#ISUM&ITC0%1< 
ISUM#ICUT1-ISUM&ICUT2 
335 I T#1 
00 360 I#l,ISUM 
IJ#l_TCQ%1_~ ___ _ -- -------- --
READ %5,279< ITNR,%WTTEST%J<,J#1,IJ< 
CALL I SQR Ttl TEMNR t 42 5_, JJ t.JTNRt l_l_,_l_~_<_ ____ _ 
GO TO %340,363<,IK 
34Q__INF_9.~ 1 <!ll ___ _ _ 
PINFOII<#RPRICE%11< 
_SUM#O. __ 



















l_K1iK6llT•C _ ------·--·-·------· ----·--·-·---- l~-
14950 READ %5,289< TWT,%CWT%K<,CPRICE%K<,K#1,IK< 
_ REA_!,J~T#jJNI TSD%1 I<*WTTES TIL< --------·-
00 350 M#1,IK 
~5Q SllM#~HI~M~IIW T*REAl~U*C PJ~I C~_<&SI,JM __ _ 
355 IT#IT&1 
... .SALf_Sl[ll<1!SUl1 _____ ___ _ _ ____________ . ________ _ 
RPRICE%II<#SALES%II</UNITSD%1I< 




-- . ·--· -----·- --- - -- ·- ---- __ j,~_l_QQ __ 
_Q_OGRMG%1 L<#SA!::J=S_%1 I <=l_ILNI TSD%1 I <*AV ECS_T% I I<<; ________ --------···-·--·--·-
15250 
15300 
15350 360 CONTINUE 




~~.. ~Y.J ~;-~ <;f_Q ~-
CLOOGM~K<#O. 
_ _f!._fCGM%K<#O • 
TCLLAB%K<#O. 






... 12JUW __ 
15650 





3..~5 llOL ~8 ;_K_<#O .!!_ _________ ··-- ·-----·-------------------------· ---·---·-------·-··-· 
15950 
160QO 
16050 00 380 1#1,JJ 
tF ;t.JNJ rs_D%1< < _37 o, ~-eo_~1 _Q_ _ ______________ .... _____ ...... _- _. 
- .. - __ _li,_lQQ 
16150 370 CALL ISORT%CLASNR,30,NRCLAS,ICLASS%I<,II,IK< 




Cb U~ S Q~JJ -~_#C 1.lJ f'!_S D %J I < &.l) ~J-T SQ~J ~-
380 CONTINUE 
IF !_U,_~_~QB5_~!!5_,400_, 385______ ·--- ·-· 
385 DO 395 I#1,1LABOR 
'3!= AD _I~ , 2 99 < I L~!? _, ~ ~ W Tl K < , K tH , _1 Q_ ~-- ·- _ --- _ _ __ 
CALL ISORT~CLASNR,30,NRCLAS,ILAB,II,IK< 
GO TO ~3~_Q_~_39 5 <, I K 
390 PROLABIII<#CWT%l<&CWT%2<*CLUNSO%II< 
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________ 16~9Q . 
16450 






PUNCH 38<J, STORNR,NRWEEK,~CLASS%K,I<,I#1,3<,CLUNSIJ%K<,CLSAl.E%K<,CL 190!)0 
100GM%K<,K 19650 
'5()5 (ONTINUE __ . l9_70Q __ 
~10 00 570 III#1,NRPRN1 19750 




TDOGM#p. _2J>OOO _ 
TDODCP#O. 20050 
DO 52 0 I #l.t.NR_CLA S 20J._QO 
IF %CLUNSD%1<< 515,520,515 20150 
:> 15 TSOL D# lSQl.. O&CJ.,_UNS D% I< 2Q2.Q_Q 
TURN#TURN&CLAVIN%1< ~0250 
TSALES#JSALES&G.L.SALE%.1~---- _____ ---------·--···-- ·----·-··---- __ 2.0 . ..3..0.0. 
TDUGM#TOOGM&CLDOGM%1< 20350 
TDODCP#TDODCP&DQLDCP%1< _ 20400 
.20 CONTINUE 20450 
DO 530 1#1,NRC1AS 20500 
IF %CLUNSD%I<< 525,530,525 20550 
32 5 PC 1S_D#CLU~SlLU_<;LISQL..D*lOQ_._ _ _ . ______________ ... ----·-·· _ ___ _ ___ ___ 20 600 
PCTSAL#CLSALE%1</1SALES*100. 20650 
P.CGRMG#C.LDOGM% I <l IDOGM* 1 OQ. ..20100 
PTOCP#DOLDCP%1</TDODCP*100. 20750 
WRITE %6, 409< _~.CLASS% I ,L<::~J .. t3st..CLUNSD% I<, CL I NlN% I< t.LLSAlill~t.i::LD ___ 20.100 
10GM%I<,CLPCGM%I<,DOLDCP%I<,PCOCP%I<,PCTSD,PCTSAL,PCGRMG,PTDCP 20850 
.3._Q CONT !Nil{:___ ____ ___ _ ___ ------- _____ ---·-- --------------------- ________ 209QQ . 
PCGRMG#TDOGM/TSALES*100. 20950 
TTURN#TSQLD/ll.!RN. ____ _ _ ____________ . .. _ _ _ _ _ 2l.QQQ. 
PTDCP#TDODCP/TSALES*100. 21050 
_WRIT_E %!?.t.~l9~ TSOL.P t' Tl])Jifi.tTSALES ,JDOG.ti..t.£~GRMG, T_DOQCP ...t.E_T_QC p__,_l_t.I.t LLL.. Z_UOQ_ 
1tNRWEEK 21150 
_ .. !f ... !.f.'J~~ EAT< 53.5.00 , _ _2}_5__ 21200 
535 00 540 I#1,NRFEAT,2 21250 
-~1& l __ .......... __ ZJ ~QJJ 
IF %NRFEAT-N< 545 9 540 9 540 21350 
54Q \!lUI(; .. ~6 ,:3J 9< %F I; A lUR:f;_LL~ < ,_M_L_]_<;_, ~_f_f.AJLHi~tit. K_<;_,_~"#_l__,_J( ___ . . ___ l_l 't.QO 
GO TO 550 21450 
~'t.2 .. WJli.IE_ %f?t..~19< . ...1.E..EATLtR_tl_,K< ,!VLJ.~-------- ------·------··------------- __________ _ _21_2QQ 
550 ASALES#TSALES*ADRATE 21550 
COS TJtTSA LES-ID..O.G.M 2.1600 . 
ADOGM#ASALES-COST 21650 
__ AfC.~ti~ADOG~LES*l!>.O. ~- -=---- -~"'" _ o:~-~----·- __________________ -~J~1Qj). 
GMtWKSALE-COST 21750 
PGMfi(iM/WI<SAL.f.!lO.O.. _ _____ 218.QO 
ANWKSALE-ASALES 21850 
B_tA/ A~,t\J,.F;S~ ~00. ------------------------ ________ --------- ____ 2_l.2.Q_Q__ 
CNGM-AOOGM 21950 
D#C./AODGM*l.QQ_. . ..... __ ______ ________ -------· -·- ____ ___ _ ..2.2!H.l0 
E#PGM-APCGM 22050 
W R I TE %(>, tt~ 9 < __ S TORN R , I'H~_WE f;K_t_~Q~L~ %J_ hlttl~~-t. T~AL E_~_,A~A!,..l;h\i~S~ __ L,f.t.A. _ .?2_tP 0 
l,R,TOOGM,ADOGM,GM,C.,O,PCGRMG,APCGM,PGM,E 22150 
IF ~l_LABO~-~ 56_Q_t2.I9L?~Q -------------------·-· ·---·-·-- ___________ ·----------- ________________ _£229.0 
560 PROC#O. 22250 
TRAY#O. . _ 22~0Q 
PAKK#O. 22350 
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TRALAB%1 I <#CWT%3<tCWT%4<*CLUNSD% I I< l6~Jl0 
PACLAB%II<#CWT%5<&CWT%6<*CLUNSD%II< 16850 
PR I Lf\B%1 I_< #l:W U:7<& CW T_;~t~*_!:: L UNS D% II< ~g9Q.Q_ 
STOLAA%II<#CWT%9<&CWT%10<*CLUNSD%II< 16950 
TCLLAR%II<#PROLAR~II<tTRALAB%II<&PACLA~%II<t:PRILAB%II<&STOLAB%11< 17000 
~'95 CONTINUE 17050 
~~0 DO 410 1#1,NRCLAS 11100 
IF %CLUNSD%1<< 405,410 7 405 17150 
~)5 IF %CL,A'tl~%J<< 4_p6,4077 't0f> ________ llZQJL 
4)6 CLINTN%I<#CLUNSO%I</CLAVIN%I< 17250 
4 )7 C l PC GM% I <#CLDOGM% I< I CLSAL E~ I<* 100. 17.~@ 
DLABOR%l<#lCLLAB%I<*PARA TE 17350 
OUL OC P% I <#CLDOGM% l <- ULA BQR% I< l74_QQ 
PCDCP%I<#DOLOCP%I</CLSALE%I<*100. 17450 
·dO CONTI Nl)E__ ___ ... ______ _ _______ .. ____________ _.l.]!)OO __ _ 
IF %DETAIL< 415,477,415 17550 
4 (5 WRITE %6, 309< S TPRNR 1 NRWE EK, %DATE% I<, I #J, 3_<, NRWf:f:K 17~QO 
IF %NRFEAT< 420,430,420 17650 
4~0 DO 423 l#1,NRFEAT,2 lllQ_Q 
N#I&1 17750 
___ If_ %NRFEAT-1'1< 4:22.L4:.?3_ri2:? _____ ... __ ----·----------------· ............ ___________ _1_7800 ___ _ 
V3 WRITE %6,319< %FEA1UR%I,K<,K#1,7<,%FEATUR%N,K<,K#l,7< 17850 
# GJ:l T 0 4 3 0 l12.0_Q 
~5 WRITE %6,319< %FEAlUR%I,K<,K#1,7< 17950 
,30 DO 475 K#ltNRCL~S 1.60.00 
IF %CLUNSD%K<< 435,475,435 18050 
-~2_ WRJ T E _%6, 3.?9< K_, %C LA_s_S;!$_.t..!S_,jfu_2_<; _____ -·-··-· _________________ . ___________ . __ -··---------·--· 18100 
DO 470 1#1,JJ 18150 
INTIJRN#O. _ .. _______ . ~82..00 
.. IF %ICLASS%1<-K< 470,440,470 18250 
~JO I.F %UNlTSD%J<< 445,470,4.45 _1.83.0.0 
~5 IF %AVEINV~I<< 450,455,450 18350 
'~5Q JNTI.JRN#JH:U.ISJL.~I <llty_fJN.tl.l_S_______ ___ __ ··-----------···---····-- _____ ......... ..U~ 
455 PCGRMG#DOGRMG~I</SALES%1<*100. 18450 
PCCLSA.#S~_L.ES.II <IC.LSAJ.E%K~~.l.Q_Q • lli5..QO .. 
PCCLGM#DOGRMG%I</CLDOGM~K<*100. 18550 
IF ~I COVR 111 < < ~~0, 4 65,46 Q___ . . _ _ . .. . 1.8.6..0.0 
4bO WRITE %6,339< %NAME%I,L<,Lt1,4<,UNITSD~I<,INTURN,RPRICE~I<,SALES%1 18650 
j <,DOG RM ~~I <, P C(.;RM G, PCC L SA ,__~tCJ .. (;_M . lJl_IjtQ 
GO TO 470 18750 
ct o5._~~j_TE %61_34~~---~NAME~ I Ll.St L#J ,4<;_!.lL"!!JSD%1 <, R~_~I C!;~_!S_t_SALES;_!51_QQ_G_~ti_ ____ 18800 
~ 1G%I<,PCGRMG,PCCLSA,PCCLGM 18850 
470 CONTINUE. ··-" __ lJi~Q 
WRITE %6 ,359< CLUI\I$0%K <, Cll NTN%K<, CL SALE %K<, CLOOGM%K<, CL PCGM%K<, DL 18950 
lABOB%.K<, DOLDUIK<, PCOCP%K<, ItT l~Q.Q 
475 CONTINUE 19050 
417 lE_%_le!JN.CJK_~_s_o_, 5 .. 1.0..,_4..80 -· ------ ·-·---------· -------------------- ... 19100-
4~0 PUNCH 369 19150 
DO 505 K#l.tNRCLAS .19.2.00 
IF %CLLJNSD%K<< 485,505,485 19250 
..,(d5 on soo 1#1 ,JJ 193.00 
IF %1CLASS%1<-K< 500,490,500 19350 
4~0 IF %UNlT.SD%I<<-~9_5,__!>QQ,49.2__ _____ ------···-··--------· -··--·--------·-·--·--··-- . 1.9.~. 
4J5 PUNCH 379, ITEMNR%I<,STORNR,NRWEEK,%NAME%I,N<,N#1,4<,UNITSD%I<,RPR 19450 
1ICE%I<,SALES%I<,DOGRMG%I<,ICLASS~I<,I?DSDEL%I< 1.9..5.00 
?fOO c:lNTINUE 19550 
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PRlC#O. 2.l .. "d1Q 
STOC#O. 22450 
QU ___ ?62 l~JrNECLA~------ ___ ____________ _______ __ _ -----------------·--·· _ __ _____ 2220Q __ 
PROC#PROC&PROLAA%1< 22550 
TRAYitTRAY&T~MAR%1< _ 22..29.0 
PAKK#PAKK&PACLAB%1< 22650 
PR I C#PR. IC_&PR 1 !.,AB~t< ____ _ _ _ _ _2_2_7Q_Q_ _ 
65 STDC#STOC&STOLAB%1< 22750 
D I R C J ~!PROC& TRAY~ PA f(K t.P R I ~_&S TOC ___ ----····------------ ____________________________ 22 800 
DIRCT2#DIRCTl*PARA1E 22850 
RE CON#?. 65~_()_~ O?*A S_A 1.,. ~~LlQ_Q_!._________ ~£9_9_9 
RECEI#0.75&0.05*ASALES/lOO. 22950 
C L EAN#5. 8.4&0. ll_*~~~Jf;_SI_lQ_Q.,_ U..OQQ 
SUPER#5.37&0.03*ASALES/100. 23050 
ADMI_~#2.~_7_&Q~O_?_!_!SALES/l__()Q~.----------- ---------------- _ _ _________________ 23100 
MISC#l9.4B 23150 
CSERV#0.~9&~.!8Qlj<__GUS_INR _ _______ __ 2J.Z.P9 
INDCT1#RECDN&RECEI&CLEAN&SUPER&ADMIN&MISC&CSERV 23250 
INDCT2#INDCTl#PARATE 23300 
- ---·------·· ·----- ------- -·--
PERSl#%DIRCTl&INDCll<*PERSON 23350 
PERS2#PERSl*PARATE 23400 
--------· --- ----· ----------------- ------·- - ----·----- --·---------~----~---·-· .. --- -~- -·---·--·------- ------~------. 
Tl#OIRCTl&INDCTl&PERSl 23450 
T2 #T l*PARAJ_~--- ?~~QQ_ 
DCP1#ADOGM-T2-SUPPLY 23550 
D_CP2 t#GM-HR!-A~B*PARA IE-S LJP.Pl.Y __ __ 2-~~QQ 
DCP3#%0CP2-DCPl</DCPl*lOO. 236~0 
_ T~~~G#H~L-~BR*PARA TE ----------·-··· __ _ ----·----------------·-···-·---·-- --·-·------- 23 7QQ__ 
SMHl#ASALES/Tl 23750 
SMH2 .. #WKSAL.f.lf::I.BLA61L_ _____ _ . 2~8.0.0.. __ 
TH#%Tl-HRLABR</Tl*lOO. 23850 
S l #SUPPLY I ASAL ES~lOO. 23.9.0..0. 
S2#SUPPLY/WKSALE*lOO. 23950 






PA_'L~_L 1 # T2 I AS~J .. ES::C.lOQ!.______ ___ __ -----·-·----- __ -------·---·---- ____________ __£43QO .... 
PAYSL2#TAWAG/WKSALE*lOO. 24350 
WRITE %6, 439< PROC_, TRAY, PAKK,P_BlC, SJO.C.t D I RCI1, Q.LRC.l2..t.As_A.L_ES, WKSA LE __ 2.~~00 
11 B,ADOGM,GM,O,RECON,RECEI,DCPl,DCP2 1 DCP3,CLEAN,SUPER,PDCPl,POCP2,A 24450 
2DM:I N, M I SC, T 1, HRLABR, TH, CSER.V, l.tiDC T 1 , IN DC T ~,I 2, T A WA_G,P ERS 1, PE RSl, PE 2 4.500 
3~$2, S MHl, SMH2, Tl , 12, GMHl , GMH2 , OMH 1 7 DMH2, SUPPLY, PAYS L 1, PAYS L2, S 1, S2 2 4 5 ~0 
? 70 CONJJ NUE. _____ __ _____ __ __ Z.~~_QO __ _ 
WRITE %6 1 9999< 24630 
IF ~ICUTl< 575,585,575 24~~0 
p75 DU 580 l#l,ISUM 24700 
K#INF0%1< 24750 
580 RPRICE%K<#PINFO%I< 24800 
58 5 G lJ T 0 8 0 2.~ .850 
000 STOP 24900 
EN D 2.!1:9 5J) 
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IBFTC SUB1 NOOECK 
SUBROUTINE lSQRTilARRAY tNt.JtiTNUMih_l, IKK< 
DIMENSION IARRAY%N< 100000 
_ K# 1 10005_0 
L#J/2 100100 
___ D!L !i._lJH...ul ___________ -------------------------------- -----------------·---·------------------------------------ ____ 100150 _ 
K#K&K 100200 
_____ lf. I.L-K< . .lO.t.lO, 5 _ _ _ _ ___ _ l.O.Q_2_5Q 
5 CONTINUE 100300 
10 ·- J. #l . - ----- - ---- - .. - ---· - - __ l_Q_Q_~-~0 
I#K 100400 
___ QQ__'!Q_~_1U . .t..4_ ________________ __________ ________ _________________ 100450_ 
. L#L&L 100500 
IF .. %J TN_UMft~.J-~R~AY;L<< _1_2.t_45~Z .. <l__ ____ _ ____________ _ _ _1_00.55_0 
15 1#1-K/l 100600 
GJ) TQ .2 5 _ _____ _ ______ ______ ___ _ ___ ____ _ ____ _ _ _ __ _ _ .1.00..650 
20 I#I&K/L 100700 
25 If %l::.J.~~~~_,~_Q ______ --------------------- ___ _ ------------------------ 100750_ 
30 1#1-1 100800 
GD TQ .. 25 _ _ _ _ __ .. ___ ... _ _ _____ .. _l_O_Q...650 
35 IF %KIL-l< 50,40,40 100900 
40 CON.T lNU E _ ______ ____ ____ _ . .1.00.25.0.. 
45 IKK#l 101000 
RE_TURN ---------- ______ ------------------------ 101Q2.Q. 
50 IKK#2 101100 
RE TU.&N .. J..Q.ll.S.O 
END 101200 
SECTION 3 
Labor Data for Meat and Produce Information Systems 
The labor coefficients used in the OARDC meat and produce systems 
stem from past research at OARDC and at the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
The coefficients are thus somewhat dated and should be used with care. 
The labor data for the two systems are considerably different in nature . 
The labor coefficients for meat shown in Figure 5 were developed in a 1963 
study of an Ohio chain. Work sampling and regression analysis were 
employed to determine labor requirements for broad product groups and activities. 
The advantages of this method of determining labor needs are that the data 
are relatively simple to use and reflect any scale economies that may be 
present in performing different activities. It carries the disadvantage that 
the coefficients developed pertain to the specific work methods studied. 
The produce labor data contained in Figures 6-8 stem from past time 
and motion studies by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The data are 
in much more detail than the meat data 1 are more cumbersome to use I and 
do not incorporate economies of scale that may be present. However I these 
data are more flexible since data are provided on several types of work 
methods, and hence are easier to adapt to a particular operation. Both 
types of data are in sufficient detail to allow adjustments for supplier 
packaged vs store packaged products. 
-43-
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Because these data are dated and because they in some cases 
pertain to specific work methods, it would be highly desirable for a firm 
to conduct a study of its own labor requirements where possible. These 
data do provide some guidance concerning the type of data needed and 




Direct Labor Requirements in Meat Departments of an Ohio Chainl 
-------·--------------------
Activity and/or Product 
ef breaking (cwt. of beef primals cut) 
ef chuck 
utting (cwt. of 





of chuck packaged) 
utting (cwt. of plate cut) 
raying ( " " " packaged) 
ackaging* (cwt. of plate packaged) 
ef Rib & Loin 
utting (cwt. of rib & loin cut 
raying ( " " " " " packaged) 
ackaging*· (cwt. of rib & loin packaged) 
ef Round 
utting (cwt. of round cut) 
'raying ( " " " packaged) 
ackaging* (cwt. of round packaged) 
ound Beef 
utting (incl. grinding, cubing, & Hollymatic) 
'raying (cwt. of ground beef & stew beef) 
'&ckaging* (cwt. of ground beef and stew beef) 
·esh Poultry 
utting (cwt. of fresh, store processed chicken) 
'raying (cwt. of fresh, store processed chicken) 
•ackaging* (cwt. of fresh, store processed chicken) 
•rk Loin 
:utting (cwt. of pork loins cut) 
~raying (cwt. of pork loins packaged) 












































































~ure 5: Direct Labor Requirements in Meat Departments of an Ohio Chain (cont'd) 
Activity and/or Product 
ackaged Luncheon Meat and Bacon 
~g (cwt. of lunch meat & bacon cut or sliced) 
~g (cwt. of lunch meat & bacon packaged) 
gaing*(cwt. of lunch meat & bacon packaged) 
tore Processed Products 
ng (cwt. of o.a.p. products packaged) 
ng (cwt. of o.a.p. products packaged) 
ging*(cwt. of o. s.p. products packaged) 
tts, Spareribs 
ng (cwt. of hams, picnics, etc. put on display) 
ng (cwt. of hams, picnics, etc. put on display) 
~ging* (cwt. of hams, picnics, etc. put on display) 
ld Veal 
.ng (cwt. of laab & veal ~at), ·-
.ng (cwt. of lamb & veal packaged) 
tging*(cwt. of lamb & veal packaged) 
~ Store Processed Products 
cwt. of store processed meat packaged) 
~ & Stocking Packer Packaged Products 













































These data are from a study reported in Research Bulletin 982, OARDC, June, 1966. 
lete definition of terme aDd the study are included in this bulletin Which is avail-
rae of charge froa the senior author. Indirect labor requirements are included in 
ogram for the OARDC meat system.. See description of meat program in Section 1. 
~ significant fixed labor was fouud for these products. Thus, the variable labor 
·aments are also the average labor require•nts. 
•ackaging equations iaclude labor for trayiy, wrapping and pricing products. 
~te equations for traying are also provided since in •ny firma this is done by 
·a, not wr-.,ers as it was in the study firm. Obviously, both the traying and 
~ig equatieaa ahoalcl not be used ae they now stand since this would "double count" 
:aying laoor. I£ooth are used, the traying equation should be deducted from the 
,tng equation, leaving the latter a wrapping and pricing equation. 
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Produce Labor Coefficients 
The coefficients for the labor module of the produce system can be 
supplied by the firm itself, or drawn from U.S .D .A. studies. The system 
was written to accommodate the U.S .D .A. figures and would likely need 
modification if other figures were employed. 
The U.S .D .A. produce labor coefficients were developed from time 
and motion studies of a number of supermarkets with sales ranging from 
$20 I 000 to $40,000 weekly. The coefficients were developed for a variety 
of work methods for each individual produce item. Because of the large 
quantity of coefficients involved, they will not be included in total here. 
However 1 enough will be included to indicate the way that they are used 
in the produce system. 
Some coefficients are included in the computer program itself. These 
are listed in Figure 6. Most of the coefficients must be read in, however, 
on the labor card for each item. These coefficients can be selected from 
those in Figures 7 and 8 . Figure 7 contains those coefficients that do not 
vary by individual item. Thus 1 the time required for display travel is . 376 
minutes per display container of merchandise displayed bulk regardless of 
whether that item is lettuce or oranges. 
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Figure 8 contains the labor coefficients for one of the nine classes 
in the U .8 .D .A. data. (The other classes are available upon request). 
The first four columns provide information on average customer purchase 
unit (CPU) size (either in units such as one watermelon, or in pounds), and 
the number of CPU's per display container. The remaining columns provide 
labor coefficients per CPU. These coefficients do vary from item to item. 
Thus, it requires . 055 minutes per CPU to display Bartlett pears bulk, and 
. 031 minutes per CPU to display bulk cantaloupe. 
Coefficients are provided for several different display, pricmg and 
backroom production methods; therefore, users of the produce system must 
select those coefficients that are appropriate for the methods of handling 
individual items. Since methods used by a particular store change slowly, 
once these coefficients have been selected and placed on the labor cards, 
relatively few changes will normally be required from week to week. 
Since these data are rather complicated, an illustration may be 
helpful. Let's take Bartlett pears as an illustration, and assume that a store 
sells in a sleeve overwrap and prices them catch weight with a handwritten label. 
The labor calculations and the source of the coefficients would be as follows: 
49 
No. of shipping containers sold -- 4 
Pack -- 32 lbs . 
Avg. CPU -- 1. 73 lbs. {Col. 2, Figure 8) 
CPU per display container -- 12 . 803 (Col. 3 I Figure 8) 
CPU's sold = 128 = 74.0 
1. 73 
Display containers of pears sold = 7 4. 0 = 5. 78 
12.803 
Percent rehandled -- . 399 (Figure 6, Class 5) 
CPU's rehandled = . 399 x 74.0 = 29.5 
Display time = . 043 x 7 4. 0 = 3. 2 minutes (Col. 4 I Fi.gW"e 8) 
Police and rotate time = 0 (Col. 51 Figure B) 
Display Travel & Handle = 1.104 x 5. 78 = 6. 4 minutPs (Figure 7) 
Reconditioned merchandise: Display time= 3.2 x .399 = 1.3 minutes 
Police c... rotate = 0 
Display trave:•l ·"'- handle = 6. 4 x . '3Y'~ = 2. 6 min. 
Backroorn production time= .428 x '14.0 = 31.7 minut(js (Col. 14, Figure 8) 
Buckroom production handle & travel = .0<15 x 4 = 0.4 min. (Figure 7) 
• l!Jt)n, Bredk & Dispose of Contalncn, = . 362 x 4. = 1. 4 min. Figure 7) 
ericing time = 11:16 x 7 l.ll -= 13. B rr.in. (Col. 2 5, Figure 8) 
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Redisplay prod,Jction = 31.7 x .399.:::. 12.6 mil. 
Redisplay production handle & tra?el =- 0.1 x: . )':J'i- u .2 min 
Redisplay price= 13.8 x .399 =-- ':i. s rPm. 
balvage = . 3 02 x 4 = 1. 2 min. (Figure 7) 
Customer service = 0 
Receivmq = . 813 x 4 = 3 . 2 min. (Figure 7) 
Management= .111 x 4 = 0.4 rmn. (Figure 6) 
The duect labor for th1s 1tem can be ::- ur11 1uanzed as follows: 
Backroum production 
Packaging, handling, travel, containers ..... 33. 5 
Pr1c1ng ........................... 11.8 
Total 4 7. i 
Dl''IJlay, I-Ollce & rotat~-;, travPl, handle ..... 9. f, 
L,-, t orncr s '3fV1Cf"'. . • . . . • • • • • . • • . • • • . • • • • 0. U 
I (Jta l 
HL'condltion, rep<'ickag1nq, repnre ......... 18. 3 
Rt::,Jlsnlay .............................. _u 
l uta l 22.2 
----
Tot d 1 d u :t labor .........•......... 79. 1 •n1n. 
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In this case, the 1.32 hours of labor used for pears would be 
multiplied by the average wage rate for the department; the labor cost 
would then be deducted from the gross profit from the four cases of pears 
to give direct product profit. 
The time required for salvage, receiving and management is con-
sidered indirect labor and is summarized for the total department only. 
Direct labor for the total department is summarized as above, and printed 
out in a summary table similar to Figure 5 in Chapter 3 of Research 
Bulletin 1062. 
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?igure 6: Coefficients Incorporated in Program that Are Used in Labor 
Calculations 
L. Customer Service: 
0 -- No Customer Service 
1 Special Weigh Station 
2 -- Weigh at Check-out 
2. Management Time 
3. Percent Rehandle (used to compute 
recondition, repackage, reprice 
and redisplay times) 
Rehandle Coefficient 
ases Sold Per Week Class 1 & 2 Class 3-7 
0 - .9 3.23 1.52 
1.0 - 1.9 1.51 .57 
2.0 - 4.9 .94 .40 
s.o- 9.9 .62 .23 
o.o - 19.9 .38 .16 
0. or over .28 .12 













Figure 7: U.S.D.Ae Labor Coefficients that are Constant 
for All Items 
Display Handle & Travel (Minutes Per Display Container) 
DisElay Method 
>od bulk 





















Backroom Production Handle & Travel (minutes per shipping carton) 
.ulk 
'ray display bulk 
'ackaged 
I ina 
Open & Break 
~ardboard 
~itrus P. B. 
)mall, flat or open 
~c or ban box 
~ wood 
Bruce 
Grape or peach 
















& Dispose of Containers (minutes per shipping carton) 
Break and Dispose 
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Figure 7: u.s.n.A. Labor Coefficients that are Constant 
for All Items (con't) 
Receiving (minutes per shippJng carton) 






Figure 8: U,S.D,A. Produce Labor Coeffic1ents, hy ItPm 
Average CPU 
Customer per Display 
Purchase display time 
Seasonal Unit size container good 
Item Factor (CPU) bulk 
Field Crate or Bulk Apple 1.000 1.972 21.299 ,091 
" 
.. II 
" " 3fl 1.000 1.972 21.299 • 091 
NW or Div. Pack 99-119 1,000 6,000 18.333 .091 
tt n 11 11 120-135 1. 000 6,000 21.120 .091 
II t1 II 
" 136-up 1.000 8,000 17.500 .091 
NW or Div. Pack by Wt. 1.000 1.972 21.300 • 088 
" sold 3# Bag 1.000 1.000 10.000 .088 
" " 411 
II 1.000 1.000 9"000 .088 
Pears Anjou 2.000 2.239 20.540 .055 
.. Bartlett 1.000 1.730 12.803 .oss 
Pears Boac. 1.500 1.671 19,000 ,055 
II Seckle 2.000 4,000 52.000 ,102 
Pineapples 1.000 1.000 9,000 • 056 
Melons-Honeydew 1,000 1.000 10.000 .059 
Cantaloupe 1.500 1.500 27.000 • 031 
Watermelon 2.400 1.000 1.000 .039 
Papaya 1,000 2.670 27.000 .031 
Pehas Forelle 1.500 1.730 52.000 .1 02 
Casaba melons 2.400 1,000 9,000 .059 
Field Crate or ooen box 1.340 2.500 10.000 .091 
PB Bagged apple 9-12 1.000 1.000 9.000 .091 
' ' Police Disulay Police and 
and time rotate time 
rotate good good 
time pren11ck nrepack 
good con- con-
bulk ventional vent:l.onal 
.039 ,040 • 027 
• 039 .040 .oor; 
• 039 • 035 .005 
• 039 .040 • 027 
.039 .063 .ooo 
.026 ,038 • 019 
• 026 .088 • 026 
• 026 .038 • 019 
.049 .043 • 000 
.049 .043 .ooo 
.092 .043 .000 
.020 .041 .000 
.010 .056 • Ol 0 
.029 .059 .029 
• 021 • 031 .021 
.029 • 059 .029 
.021 .031 .021 
.020 .042 .000 
.029 • 059 .029 
• 039 .08~ .22h 






























































Police Back room Back- produc-
and production room tion 
Display rotate time produc- time 
time time tray tion sleeve 
prepack prepack display time and 
Item tray tray pre!)aration banded tray 




"3ft .010 .023 .012 .ooo .423 
NW or Div. Pack 99-119 ,010 .023 ,096 .000 • 274 
ff 11 
" " 120..135 • 010 • 023 ,073 .ooo .428 
" tl II II 136-up .010 .023 .073 .ooo .428 
NW or Div. Pack by Wt. .010 .023 ,012 .ooo .423 
" sold 3# Bag ,010 .023 .020 .000 .423 
11 II <.ff! II • 010 ,023 ,020 .000 .421 
Pears Anjou • 005 .021 .184 .000 .428 
.. Bartlett ,005 .021 .084 .000 .428 
Pears Bocs .005 .021 • 249 .ooo .428 
II Seckle ,005 ,021 .184 .ooo .428 
Pineapples .059 ,029 .022 .ooo .182 
Melons-Honeydew ,059 ,029 .022 .199 ,182 
CantalO\.q!e ,084 .ooo .022 .199 .205 
Watermelon .059 .029 .022 .199 .205 
l'apaya ,084 ,000 .081 .199 .477 
Pehaa Forelle .oos .021 .184 ,000 .428 
Casaba melons .059 .029 .022 .199 .182 
Field Crate or open box ,038 .019 .012 .ooo .423 












,630 • 26'l 
.435 .21'.8 
. 1'.40 .2MI 
,f'i66 .26'l 
.640 . 21'.'l 
,h10 • 35'l 
.610 .4?,7 
• 608 • 397 
,608 . 397 
.4nfi .197 
,45~ • 743 

























































• 51 7 
.517 













Figure 8: U,S,D,A, Produce Labor Coefficients, by Item (con't) 
- -
Pricing Pricing Pricing 
time time time 
direct hand- hand 
code stamped written 
mark NCR or label 
by NCL even 
!tea hand aoolv label weight 
Field Crate or Bulk Apple .026 .098 .155 
II II .. 
" "3# ,026 .098 ,155 
NW or Div. Pack 99-119 .026 .098 .155 
.. .. 
" " 12G-135 .026 .098 .155 
" 
II .. II 136-Up .026 .098 .155 
NW or Dlv. Pack by Wt. .026 .098 .155 
11 sold 3# Bag .026 • 098 .155 
.. 
" 4# It .026 .098 .155 
Pears Anjou .026 ,098 .155 
" Bartlett .026 .098 .155 
Pears Boca .026 .098 .155 
" Seekle .026 ,098 .155 
Pineapples .028 .108 .155 
Melons-Honeydew .022 ,098 ,155 
CantalOUJ)e .022 ,098 .155 
Wate~lon .022 ,098 .155 
Papaya ,035 ,098 .155 
Pehaa Forelle .023 .098 .155 
Casaba melons .022 .098 .155 
Field Crate or open box .026 ,098 .155 




























.121 . 083 
• , 21 .081 
.121 .083 
,-. 
Pricing 
time 
catch-
weight 
hand-
written 
no 
label 
.104 
.104 
.104 
.200 
• 200 
.zoo 
.121 
.121 
.200 
.200 
.200 
.200 
.200 
.121 
.121 
.121 
.121 
.113 
.121 
.200 
.zoo 
-I 
Pricing 
time 
cstch-
weight 
h•nd-
writt«m 
with 
label 
.186 
.186 
.186 
.186 
.186 
. 247 
.186 
.186 
.186 
.186 
.186 
.186 
.130 
.130 
.130 
.130 
.186 
. 247 
.130 
.186 
.186 
V1 
~ 
I 
